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Introduction
 Kerberos protocol
 Token used for
authorization
 Contains SIDs
 Seamless access to
network resources

Strengths
 Standards-based
 Secure

Weakness





Token bloat
Built-in limits
Interoperability
Complexity

Opportunities
 Claims
 GPO Setting

Threats
 Open to exploits
 Compatibility

Kerberos is a highly secure authentication protocol that allows two parties to verify their identity to
one another. Kerberos tokens are issued to users during Active Directory user authentication. The
user’s token contain the necessary authorization information for Windows to make decisions about
granting access to network resources, e.g. files, shares, Exchange, IIS web sites. Token include the
domain security identifier (SID) of the user account, together with the SIDs of all the groups that
the user is a member of (both directly and transitively). The token may also include the SIDs
contained within the user’s SIDHistory attribute, to support seamless access to resources in legacy
domains from which the user account has migrated. The token can accommodate a maximum of
1024 SIDs.
The Kerberos protocol is highly secure as it uses the AES encryption standard. The authentication
mechanism used within Active Directory is also compliant with Kerberos V5 (see RFC4120), which
means that it can be used to gain access to non-Windows resources that are Kerberos-enabled.

Problems can occur when the size of the token exceeds the member buffer allocated by the system
hosting the resource being accessed. Typically, this is due to the token containing too many
groups and is exacerbated by the use of SIDHistory.
The phenomenon, known as “token bloat”, can generally be avoided by modifying the
MaxTokenSize registry value, which effectively increases the buffer size to handle larger tokens.
Microsoft has increased the default MaxTokenSize from the Windows 2000 default of 8KB to 12KB
in Windows 2000 SP2 and to 48KB in Windows Server 2012.
Windows Server 2012 has changed the game somewhat in that claims information used by
Dynamic Access Control (DAC) is stored within the token. The increased token size is offset to a
certain extent by the larger MaxTokenSize default of 48KB. There are also useful Group Policy
settings that can be used to configure the MaxTokenSize value (above 48KB if required) as well as
to set warnings when the token size for a specific user is close to the MaxTokenSize value.
The problems generated when either the number of SIDs in the token exceeds 1024, or when the
token is larger than the buffer size can be difficult to diagnose (especially pre-Windows 2012).
While this is not a security vulnerability itself, the complexity can potentially open infrastructures to
potential exploits and increased support costs.
By default Windows Server 2012 Domain Controllers implement resource SID compression,
whereby the token size is reduced by removing repeating information common to SIDs from
resource domains. While all Windows systems from 2000 onwards support the resource SID
compression, other non-Windows systems, including some NAS devices may not support it. The
feature can however be turned off using Group Policy.

Conclusion

Kerberos tokens are central to the Windows domain authentication process and provide essential
authorization information for accessing network resources. Constraints such as the maximum
number of SIDs that can be stored in the token, as well as the default buffer size allocated to
handling the token, have historically created problems for organizations that have a large number
of groups and use SIDHistory to facilitate domain migrations. Windows Server 2012 increases the
size of the token (to support DAC) and yet decreases the likelihood of token size becoming issue
through a range of methods, including: increasing the default MaxTokenSize; allowing the value to
be easily configured using Group Policy; providing warning events for large token use; and
implementing Resource SID compression by default.
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